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1.

OVERVIEW

Document Retrieval task for broadcast news, and interview retrieval in the CLEF CL-SR task.

Speech search is concerned with the retrieval of spoken
content from archives of speech or multimedia materials.
Importantly speech search does not reduce to application of
text information retrieval to speech recognition transcripts.
Although text information retrieval techniques form a core
technology for speech search, speech search generally involves confronting issues less likely to arise in the text domain, such as high levels of noise in the data and the absence
of clearly defined units of retrieval. This tutorial will provide
researchers in information retrieval with an introduction to
the challenges and technologies of spoken content search.
While speech search has been an active area of research
for around twenty years, during much of this time activities
have focused on retrieval from collections of well defined
and clearly structured content such as radio and television
news. The tutorial will review this establsihed work based
on the detailed descriptions contained in [4]. The current
rapid growth in recordings of more informal audio content,
e.g. in educational and enterprise settings. is creating new
opportunities and demands for speech search technologies.
Despite the developments in existing speech search technologies, these types of data pose challenges for which the solutions proposed to date are either incomplete or require extension or new methodologies. The tutorial will draw on current research to demonstrate the retrieval challenges posed
by this content, and introduce work which aims to develop
effective solutions, e.g. for search of internet video archives
[3], meetings [2] and lectures and presentations [1].

• Oveview of speech technologies for spoken content indexing, including methods for standard large vocabulary transcriptions which have been widely used in
speech retrieval, and methods developed specifically
for speech search including keyword spotting and phone
and word lattices.
• Exploiting additional resources and techniques for spoken content retrieval, including: text metadata, collateral texts, and query and document expansion.
• Searching informal or spontaneous conversational speech
where the content of the documents can be insufficient
to actually support effective search. This will include
advanced indexing and structuring methods such as
use of external metadata and content segmentation to
form effective retrieval units.
• Interactive access to spoken content within specific
items, designed to address the inefficiencies of temporal browsing.
• Evaluation benchmarks for spoken content retrieval,
including a summary of the conclusions of these campaignes and their technical strengths and limitations.
• Thoughts on research directions and open challanges.
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TUTORIAL STRUCTURE
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The tutorial will be structured as follows:
• Introduction to the scope of the topic of speech search,
its relationship to text information retrieval, and potential application areas.
• History of spoken content retrieval research, including:
early studies using private datasets, the TREC Spoken
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